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Requirements Engineering (RE)
Concerned with the elicita+on, analysis and reﬁnement
of stakeholder requirements in order to produce a
speciﬁca+on for a system-to-be.
Founded on seminal works by Douglas Ross, Michael
Jackson and others in the mid-70s.
Unique research area within CS because its task is not to
solve problems, but rather to deﬁne ones.
Interes+ng area, because stakeholder (“early”)
requirements are necessarily vague, informal, selfcontradictory, and more (... in short, "scruﬀy"), but they
are requirements none-the-less.
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Origins
Requirements are ac+vi+es/func+ons the system-to-be
will perform within its opera+onal environment (Douglas
Ross, c.1977).
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(Requirements) SpeciﬁcaBons
Back then, the requirements problem consisted of
genera+ng a list of func+onal requirements -- a
speciﬁca+on -- for the system-to-be.
Much research in the 70s and 80s focused on making
such speciﬁca+ons formal.
An IEEE standard was established in 1993, [IEEE93] where
requirements speciﬁca+ons were prescribed to include
func+ons and metricized quality constraints, such as “Users
shall be able to use the system aaer 3hrs of training”.
… And that was the state-of-aﬀairs in the mid-90s …
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RE is both hard and expensive
Major cause of project failure: Survey of US soaware projects by
the Standish group
1994

1998

Successful

16%

26%

Challenged

53%

46%

Cancelled

31%

28%

Top 3 success factors:
1) User involvement
2) Execu+ve management support
3) Clear statement of requirements
Top 3 factors leading to failure:
1) Lack of user input
2) Incomplete requirements & specs
3) Changing requirements & specs

(see also hep://calleam.com/WTPF/?page_id=1445)
Cost of ﬁxing errors: A requirements error found during tes+ng
costs 100 +mes more than a programming error found during
tes+ng.
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The requirements problem
The requirements elicited from the stakeholders are
statements of needs.
The requirements problem is to transform these needs
through a systema+c process into a speciﬁca+on consis+ng of
func+ons, quality constraints, and domain assump+ons.
I’ll go over a series of formula+ons of this problem and
discuss the scalability of solu+ons that have been proposed in
the literature.
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The requirements problem (J&Z)
In its original formula+on [Jackson95], a requirements
problem consists of ﬁnding a speciﬁca+on S for a given set
of requirements R and indica+ve environment proper+es E
such that
E, S |- R
meaning: “… sa+sfac+on of the requirements can be
deduced from sa+sfac+on of the speciﬁca+on, together
with the environment proper+es…” [Jackson95]
We prefer a formula+on where environment proper+es
are replaced by domain assump+ons (D) and inference is
replaced by entailment
D, S |= R
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Problem reﬁnement
(Akin to program reﬁnement) Start with requirements and
keep reﬁning them to eliminate men+on of non-executable
elements.
For instance, (with slot ≡ +meslot)
“Schedule a mee+ng”
(Req1)
ﬁndSlot(t,PartL), ﬁndRoom(r,t), book(r,t)
(Spec1)
“For any slot there are free mtg rooms”
(DA1)
“For any list of par+cipants there is a slot when they are free”
(DA2)
Spec1 ∧ DA1 ∧ DA2 ⇒ Req1
(DA0)
Spec1, {DA0,DA1,DA2} |= Req1
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Requirements as goals (GORE)
Requirements are now goals and (requirements) problem
solving amounts to incremental goal reﬁnement.
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Requirements as goals
Here, speciﬁca+ons consist of func+ons, domain
assump+ons and quality constraints that together sa+sfy
requirements, e.g., for G:ScheduleMtg, one speciﬁca+on is
{F:Collect, F;Schedule, DA:RoomsAv, QC: ‘>70%
par+cipa+on’}
Unlike J&Z, goal reﬁnement generates a space of possible
speciﬁca+ons and the requirements problem amounts to
ﬁnding those that sa+sfy R.
The GORE version of the requirements problem can be
reduced to SAT solving [Sebas+ani04] and scales for goal
models of size O(1K).
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Preferences and prioriBes (P&P)
Preferences are “nice-to-have” requirements. Among
them, there can be binary priority rela+ons.
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Preferences and prioriBes
Now a solu+on consists of a speciﬁca+on that sa+sﬁes all
mandatory goals and a maximal subset of preferred ones,
with no beeer solu+on wrt priori+es.
The requirements problem is now an op+miza+on
problem, rather than merely a sa+sfac+on one.
Note: The seman+cs of preferred requirements are
diﬀerent from those of op+onal features. For example, if I
have a problem consis+ng of two consistent requirements
{R1,R2}, there is one solu+on if R1, R2 are preferred, but 4
solu+ons if they are op+onal.
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Preferences and prioriBes
One way to tackle this version of the requirements
problem is to adopt ideas from AI planning. However,
several features of AI planners are best used during design,
rather than RE [Liaskos10].
Another way is to develop algorithms from ﬁrst principles
[Jureta10].
In either case, intractability here is a given, while
scalability is an open ques+on.
[Ernst10] uses local search techniques with good
performance results to improve on naïve search.
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The incremental requirements problem
Suppose now we have an architecture that implements
several speciﬁca+ons and a running (=old) solu+on, and a
requirement changes …
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The incremental requirements problem
All we need to do is run our GORE/P&P/… search algorithm
for solving the new requirements problem, right? …
Not quite, if we want to:
ü Maximize familiarity – use as much as possible the
old solu+on (user perspec+ve)
ü Minimize eﬀort – minimize the number of func+ons
that need to be implemented (vendor perspec+ve)
We need algorithms here that search for repairs when the
requirements problem “breaks” due to new requirements.
[Ernst11] studies a class of such algorithms using AI Truth
Maintenance Systems (ATMS).
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Requirements problem cum opBmizaBon
Suppose now we further extend our requirements language
to associate costs, customer value etc. and other aeributes to
each goal, and also allow op+miza+on (min/max) goals
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Requirements problem cum opBmizaBon
We need now search engines with richer na+ve languages
than SAT solvers.
Chi Mai Nguyen [Nguyen15] is experimen+ng with
Op+miza+on Modulo Theories/Sa+sﬁability Modulo Theories
(aka OMT/SMT) solvers for solving such problems.
In par+cular, she is using Op+MathSAT [Sebas+ani15] which
supports linear arithme+c over ra+onals, as well as
op+miza+on over mul+ple objec+ve func+ons, either
singularly or lexicographically.
Our expecta+on is that her solu+on will be scalable.
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The next release problem
This is a variant of the incremental requirements problem:
Given an exis+ng system and a set of new mandatory and/or
preferred requirements, you want to ﬁnd a speciﬁca+on for
the next release of the system that op+mizes several objec+ve
func+ons.
Fatma Başak Aydemir [Aydemir15] is working on this
problem, using the Op+MathSAT solver as search backend.
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The adaptaBon problem
A speciﬁca+on fulﬁll its requirements depending on control
variables and indicators that determine respec+vely resource
alloca+on, quality of output, etc.
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The adaptaBon problem
To deﬁne the adapta+on problem, we also need to deﬁne
how indicators depend on control variables,
e.g., F(FhM,RfM,SuccessRate,CostPerMtg) = 0
G(FhM,RfM,SuccessRate,CostPerMtg) ≥ 0
Now suppose that the system is monitoring its
performance and some requirements are failing (or,
equivalently, some indicators are out of bounds).
We need to ﬁnd a new set of values for control variables
that “restores” failed requirements in an op+mal way.
Again, this seems like a search problem that lies
somewhere between OR-style op+miza+on and SAT solving …
Kostas Angelopoulos is experimen+ng with an
Op+MathSAT-based tool to solve such problems.
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Summary
The requirements problem manifests itself in many forms
and varia+ons thereof.
Finding scalable solu+ons to the problem in its many
manifesta+ons calls for a fusion of SAT/SMT solving and
op+miza+on techniques.
Such solu+ons cons+tute a useful baseline for research on
RE, but also Adap+ve Soaware Systems.
More importantly perhaps, such solu+ons could serve as
star+ng point for a Theory of RE.
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